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ABSTRACT

In the post-genomic era, most components of a cell
are known and they can be quantified by large-scale
functional genomics approaches. However, genome
annotation is the bottleneck that hampers our
understanding of living cells and organisms.
Up-to-date functional annotation is of special im-
portance for model organisms that provide a frame
of reference for studies with other relevant organ-
isms. We have generated a Wiki-type database for
the Gram-positive model bacterium Bacillus subtilis,
SubtiWiki (http://subtiwiki.uni-goettingen.de/). This
Wiki is centered around the individual genes and
gene products of B. subtilis and provides informa-
tion on each aspect of gene function and expression
as well as protein activity and its control. SubtiWiki
is accompanied by two companion databases
SubtiPathways and SubtInteract that provide graph-
ical representations of B. subtilis metabolism and its
regulation and of protein–protein interactions, re-
spectively. The diagrams of both databases are
easily navigatable using the popular Google maps
API, and they are extensively linked with the
SubtiWiki gene pages. Moreover, each gene/gene
product was assigned to one or more functional
categories and transcription factor regulons.
Pages for the specific categories and regulons
provide a rapid overview of functionally related
genes/proteins. Today, SubtiWiki can be regarded
as one of the most complete inventories of know-
ledge on a living organism in one single resource.

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of model organisms is a key element in
the development of our understanding of biological
processes. The availability of information on genes,

proteins and cellular processes in this handful of organ-
isms is essential not only for the better understanding of
these organisms, but also as a benchmark to study related
organisms that may be more relevant with respect to
medical or biotechnological aspects.

Bacillus subtilis is a well-characterized model organism
for Gram-positive bacteria that include important patho-
gens such as Bacillus anthracis, Listeria monocytogenes or
Staphylococcus aureus, as well as biotechnologically im-
portant species such as Bacillus licheniformis and the
lactic acid bacteria. With the increasing amount of know-
ledge gained by functional genomics studies, B. subtilis is
today one of the most advanced model organisms for
systems biology approaches and is even considered as a
potential host for synthetic modules. Due to the consider-
able importance of B. subtilis, a comprehensive and
up-to-date source of information on the genes and
proteins, their regulation, interactions and associated
pathways is required, allowing the busy researcher to
keep pace with the continuously accumulating data and
knowledge.

In parallel to the first genome sequencing project (1), the
SubtiList database was established and became very
popular in the scientific community working with
Gram-positive bacteria (2). Unfortunately, it has not
been updated since 2005 and is no longer available since
2010. Recently, SubtiList was integrated into a larger
database GenoList that aims at providing comprehensive
information on multiple bacterial genomes (http://genodb
.pasteur.fr/cgi-bin/WebObjects/GenoList.woa/10/wa/go
ToTaxoRank?level=Bacillus%20subtilis%20168). In
order to provide the community with up-to-date informa-
tion, we created the Wiki-based data source SubtiWiki
(3,4). The decision to make use of a Wiki was based on
the experience that a database run by a single institution
might no longer be updated if the focus of that institution
changes. To the Wiki, each qualified scientist can contrib-
ute, thus the combined knowledge of the Bacillus commu-
nity can be collected and made accessible to anyone
interested in any specific aspect related to B. subtilis and
other Gram-positive bacteria.
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When SubtiWiki was created, it was the idea to collect
all the information related to a gene/protein on a single
page and provide this information with links to the
relevant evidence (i.e. the PubMed entries). Moreover,
the possibility to create internal links was used to facilitate
the discovery of relations between different genes, proteins
or RNAs (3). With the ongoing use and development of
SubtiWiki it became obvious that it is well suited as a
platform for different types of information. In a first
attempt, graphical models of B. subtilis metabolic and
regulatory pathways were created using CellDesigner
in the Systems biology markup language (SBML) (5)
and linked to the SubtiWiki pages. This resulted in
a suite of graphical representations that is called
SubtiPathways (4).

The access to the currently available knowledge in an
appropriate form is pivotal to the interpretation of data
from genome-scale experiments that are relevant to
systems and synthetic biology. Therefore, SubtiWiki was
further developed to support data mining approaches by
providing a functional classification of the gene products
of B. subtilis and a comprehensive collection of transcrip-
tion factor regulons. These data sets are available in
formats that are directly suitable for bioinformatic
applications.

The genomic era and the initial phase of systems
biology have provided us with lists of components that
make up cells. Today, we can identify and quantify
almost all molecules in a living cell, including proteins,
RNA species and metabolites. However, only the inter-
actions between these molecules make real life out of the
components. In the past few years, these interactions came
more and more into the focus of scientific research and
also the B. subtilis community spent a lot of efforts to
elucidate protein–protein interactions (6–11). In its
initial stage, SubtiWiki was focused on the individual com-
ponents of the cell, and their interactions were just one
aspect among many others. Given the great importance of
protein–protein interactions we decided to accompany
SubtiWiki by yet another project, SubtInteract, which
provides information on protein–protein interactions
and that is again closely interconnected with SubtiWiki.
Due to the great importance of B. subtilis as a model

organism, additional initiatives have started to provide
better functional annotation for this organism.
Specifically, BsubCyc is part of the BioCyc collection of
databases (12). According to the authors, BsubCyc is
moderately curated. Moreover, a second Wiki for
B. subtilis, SubtilisWiki, has recently been set up which
is still in its initial stage.

Figure 1. The sinR gene page in SubtiWiki. Pages for each gene of B. subtilis exist in SubtiWiki. Background information on the gene (A) and
protein (B) are given, as well as links to SubtiPathways and SubtInteract. The bottom part of the pages displays community information and
references (C) (Note that some publications have temporarily been left out for the purpose of this figure).
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In this work, we describe the current state of SubtiWiki
with special emphasis on the new features: (i) the function-
al classification of the B. subtilis gene products, (ii) the
compilation and implementation of transcription factor
regulons and (iii) SubtInteract for the visualization of
protein–protein interaction networks in B. subtilis.

The key feature of SubtiWiki: the pages for individual
genes and proteins

In SubtiWiki, there is an individual page for each gene
that provides all the information on both the gene and
its product, usually a protein, sometimes an RNA. In
the original version of SubtiWiki, these pages could be
retrieved by the gene designation. To take account of
changing gene names and the fact that not every user

might be familiar with these names, the pages can now
also be accessed using a fixed identifier, the so-called
locus tag that was given to each gene or genetic feature
when the B. subtilis genome was annotated (1, 13).

An example of a SubtiWiki gene page is shown in
Figure 1. At the top of each page, the contents and a
table with the most important information are shown.
This table covers the gene name and synonym designa-
tions, the gene product and its function, the molecular
weight and isoelectric point of the protein, the gene and
protein lengths and the names of the adjacent genes.
Moreover, the table contains links to the relevant repre-
sentations of protein–protein interactions and to the
pathway diagrams. Finally, the DNA and protein se-
quences can be downloaded and a diagram of the
genomic context is shown.

Figure 1. Continued.
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Below the table, the functional categories and regulons
for the gene/protein are shown (see below). This allows
immediate access to all related genes or proteins that are
members of the same category or regulon. In the case of
transcription regulators, a link to the page dedicated to
the regulon controlled by the regulatory protein is
provided.

The next section contains the information about the
gene. It covers basic information as the unique identifier
(locus tag), phenotypes of a mutant and gene-specific
database entries. The largest section of each page is
devoted to the encoded protein. It provides information
on the biological activity of the protein, the protein family
and possible paralogs. Moreover, kinetic data (if avail-
able), as well as information on protein domains, modifi-
cations, co-factors, effectors, interactions and the
localization are presented. As for the gene section, the
section for the protein is concluded with database links,
such as structure databases (e. g. PDB), Uniprot or
KEGG entries, as well as the E.C. numbers.

The following section of the page provides information
on the expression of the gene and its regulation. This
includes the operon structure, the sigma factor, transcrip-
tion factors and their mode of action. At the bottom of the
page, there is some community related information

(biological materials, labs working on the gene/protein),
as well as a collection of references on all aspects of the
gene/protein.

New features of SubtiWiki: the functional classification of
the B. subtilis gene products and a comprehensive
collection of transcription factor regulons

The current version of SubtiWiki describes the relatedness
between the individual genes also by assigning common
functional and regulatory properties. To this end, we first
established a systematic functional classification of the
B. subtilis gene products which is described in detail in
the next paragraph. Second, we compiled the transcription
factor regulons by collecting and manually curating infor-
mation from DBTBS (14), a database of published tran-
scriptional regulation events in B. subtilis. In addition,
information on regulation was manually extracted from
the recent literature. With respect to the target genes of
individual transcription factors, we consulted scientists
with expertise in specific fields of B. subtilis transcriptional
regulation.
A first functional classification scheme was applied to

all protein coding genes of B. subtilis (15) after completion
of the genome sequence (1) and implemented into the
SubtiList database (2). This scheme was adapted from a

Figure 1. Continued.
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classification originally devised for Escherichia coli (16).
However, in recent years it became apparent that the func-
tional classification from SubtiList was no longer
adequate because, (i) functions had been assigned to
many ‘y-genes’ since the last update in 2002, (ii) the new
B. subtilis genome sequence and annotation (13)
introduced around 200 new genes, either newly annotated
or resulting from fusions or fissions of previously existing
genes and (iii) the classification scheme allowed each gene
to be assigned only to a single annotation term. As for the
majority of the gene products, the physiological role
cannot be sufficiently described by a single functional
category (17), more advanced functional classification
schemes for bacterial species have been developed that
permit the assignment of multiple categories to one gene
product and also possess a higher specificity through
several layers of subcategories (18,19). Consequently, a
new functional classification for the B. subtilis gene
products has been devised and implemented in
SubtiWiki. This classification is organized in a hierarchic-
al, tree-like structure with six main categories that are
subdivided in up to four levels of increasing specificity.
Five of the main categories cover all main aspects of the
life of a prokaryotic organism: Cellular Processes,
Metabolism, Information Processing, Lifestyles and
Prophages and Mobile Genetic Elements. A last main
category, Groups of Genes, assembles the genes/proteins

based on the level of knowledge on the function, the lo-
calization and the nature of the gene product. This classi-
fication scheme is organism-independent and therefore,
generally suitable for the systematic classification of
protein function in bacteria. In line with this, the main
category ‘Lifestyles’ covers species-specific functions and
could be readily adapted to other organisms. With respect
to the specificity of the subcategories, the classification
scheme was designed to ensure the same level of detail
at a certain sublevel; for example, all individual metabolic
pathways (e.g. biosynthesis of amino acids or cell wall
components) are classified as fourth level categories.

As mentioned above, the information about the cellular
function (categories) and transcriptional regulation
(regulons) is implemented in the SubtiWiki pages in two
fields in the upper part of the gene pages: ‘Categories con-
taining this gene/protein’ and ‘The gene is member of the
following regulons’ (Figure 1). The respective categories
and regulons are clickable, leading to the pages listing all
category members at the third level of the classification
and all regulon members, respectively (Figures 2 and 3).
In the case of the functional categories, the corresponding
main category and the directly higher-level category are
displayed as ‘Parent categories’ and the other categories in
the same branch of the tree as ‘Neighbouring Categories’
(Figure 3). Relevant publications are listed in the bottom
part of the category and regulon pages, respectively.

Figure 2. Page on the SinR regulon in SubtiWiki. Regulon pages give an overview of all the genes that are regulated by a specific transcription
factor. Additional links lead to related SubtiWiki pages and to publications connected to the chosen regulon. An overview of all regulons is available
as SubtiWiki page or Excel file.
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Overviews on all categories and regulons can be accessed
from each SubtiWiki gene page.

Importantly, the functional and regulatory properties of
a given gene are displayed together on the respective
SubtiWiki gene page, thus providing an additional level
of insight into the physiological role of a gene/protein of
interest. For the first time, this compilation puts the claim
of the ‘omics’ technologies, to provide information for
discovering novel relationships into reality. As an
example, the YxjG protein could be assigned as a
putative methionine synthase based on the regulation
that the yxjG gene shares with all other genes involved
in methionine biosynthesis (20). Moreover, with the
regulon gene lists and functional categories, it is now
possible to directly access all genes/proteins that are
related to each other by function, localization or regula-
tion and to get a quick overview on any functional and
regulatory aspect of B. subtilis.

As for the other content of SubtiWiki, the newly added
types of information require regular updates, because the
functional annotation of gene products, in particular those
of so far unknown function, is continuously updated as
more information is becoming available, which then also
leads to the assignment to new or additional functional
categories. The same holds true for the assignment of
genes to transcription factor regulons.

In order to meet the specific requirements of bioinfor-
matics applications, regularly updated versions of the fol-
lowing files are available for download: (i) the functional
classification scheme, (ii) a table listing all categories with
their respective genes and (iii) a table with all regulons and
their member genes. The functional and regulatory

classifications are extremely useful data sources for the
analysis and interpretation of genome-scale experiments.
First, they allow for data mining approaches such as func-
tional profiling which use various kinds of prior know-
ledge for statistical enrichment analysis to infer
physiological context of a list of genes or proteins. In
addition, genome-scale experimental data can be
visualized by displaying them on a functional classification
or transcriptional regulatory annotation. For example, in
a proteomic and transcriptomic profiling study of
glucose-starved B. subtilis cells (21), Voronoi treemaps
linking a representation of hierarchically structured func-
tional categories or gene regulatory information (regulon/
operon/gene) with gene expression data were used to
support the analysis of a complementary proteome and
transcriptome data set. Information about transcription
factor regulons was derived from SubtiWiki. Moreover,
analyses facilitating the understanding of the metabolic
and regulatory network organization, such as the predic-
tion of new transcription factor target genes and assign-
ment of putative functions to so far un-annotated genes,
are also supported by the SubtiWiki functional classifica-
tion and our compilation of transcription factor regulons.

SubtiPathways and SubtInteract—two resources that
complement SubtiWiki

Three genome-scale models of B. subtilis integrate the
existing knowledge into models of metabolic and regula-
tory networks (22–24). Since these models are not easily
accessible for the lab scientist, we developed a suite of
diagrams of metabolism and regulation in B. subtilis,

Figure 3. Page for the category ‘Biofilm formation’ in SubtiWiki. All genes in the database are assigned to one or several functional categories.
The main categories are divided into subcategories like Biofilm formation (part of the main category Lifestyles). The category pages list all the genes
and operons that are involved in the given process, as well as links to key publications (not displayed).
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SubtiPathways. The SubtiPathways diagrams provide an
interface for systems biology as they link information
relevant for modelers and bench biologists. Today,
SubtiPathways encompasses 35 diagrams that cover differ-
ent aspects of B. subtilis physiology and regulation
(Figure 4). These diagrams are linked to the SubtiWiki
pages of the relevant genes and, on the other hand, each

gene page contains a link to the specific diagram, if
available.

Recently, we have focused on protein–protein inter-
actions. First, we generated a genome-scale model of the
interactions using Cytoscape (25). This interaction model
was then converted into a navigatable diagram using the
Google maps API and the program CellPublisher (26).

Figure 4. Representation of Biofilm formation in SubtiPathways. Diagrams are available for a broad range of metabolic pathways and cellular
processes (A). A list of all involved genes is shown on the right side and the diagram itself shows gene expression and regulation. At the highest
magnification, a zoom function reveals clickable elements (B) that provide information on the protein (e.g. 3D structure, links to other pathways and
SubtiWiki).
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Figure 5. Global and specific presentations in SubtInteract. The user interface allows a global view of protein interactions (A) with additional
information on single proteins (e.g. SinR)-like protein structures and links to SubtiWiki or SubtiPathways. Furthermore, interaction partners of
specified proteins can be shown with different network complexities (B).
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As described for SubtiPathways, the diagram can be intui-
tively navigated (by zooming and panning). Moreover,
each protein in the diagram is directly linked to the cor-
responding SubtiWiki page (Figure 5A). In addition, we
used our database that collects all interactions to generate
protein-specific pages that display the interactions of this
particular protein. In the left side bar, the complexity of
the network can be selected, whereas links to the
SubtiWiki gene pages are provided in the side bar on the
right (Figure 5B). By September 2011, SubtInteract con-
tained 1830 interactions involving 801 proteins and 5
RNAs. The protein-specific interaction networks are
directly accessible from the Table on the top of the gene
pages (Figure 1A).

PERSPECTIVES

SubtiWiki (with SubtiPathways and SubtInteract) has
become one of the most complete inventories of know-
ledge on a living organism in one single resource. Both
the continuous updates and the novel features contribute
to its popularity that is reflected by more than one million
page visits during the last 12 months. In the same period,
48 genes were given new designations in the scientific lit-
erature, and these new gene names were also adopted for
SubtiWiki. Moreover, for 40 genes of previously unknown
function, a functional annotation was assigned during the
last year.
In the future, keeping up-to-date with the state of

research will remain a key task for the development of
SubtiWiki. In addition, we will link SubtiWiki to global
gene expression data in order to provide a new type of
information that is at the heart of the interest of many
Bacillus researchers.
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